
Mactech are specialist providers of portable precision pipe-severing/beveling machines.
We manufacture our machines to the highest tolerances to ensure that our equipment 
will perform under virtually all conditions. In addition to manufacturing our own range of
leading pipe tools we also supply equipment from other leading names in the industry, and
also design and engineer custom tool bits for specific applications.

In addition to retail, we also maintain extensive rental inventories. If you have an 
emergency, or just need equipment for a specific job, our rental fleet is what you are 
looking for. Our machines serve some of the world's major industries including 
petrochemical, pulp and paper, power generation and shipbuilding, industries that rely on
precise and reliable equipment.

Mactech House | Riverdane Road | Eaton Bank Trading Estate | Congleton | Cheshire | CW12 1PN

Tel: +44 (0)1260 281431 
E-mail: info@mactecheurope.co.uk

 Fax:+44 (0) 1260 251516
 Web site: www.on-site-machining.co.uk

Identical radial type toolboxes are fastened
to the faceplate in positions to suit the tube
sizes being worked. Each toolbox pivots
about a pair of anti-friction bearings, under
the action of an eccentrically mounted
guide roller. The whole assembly is given a
spring bias, radially outwards by a spring
mounted on the inner surface of the tool
holder with an ultimate position dead stop
provided within each box to absorb the axial
cutting forces. This pad bears against a
hardened steel sub plate located on the
faceplate. 

Sufficient tool space for two one inch
square tools having index able carbide
inserts is provided in each toolbox. The tool-
boxes are self contained, modular units,
attached to the faceplate by a single bolt.
The complete toolbox can be removed and
a replacement fitted in seconds. 

Toolbox location is by a positional feed
screw which prevents any radial 
displacement of the toolbox assembly and
provides a positive location in any position.

Toolboxes

Distributed by:
PIPE SIZE RANGE WALL THICKNESS

TECHNICAL DATA

H1 6 - 14 4.75”ID - 14”OD Upto 1.2”

H2 12 - 24 10.75”ID - 24”OD Upto 2”

H3 24 - 36 22”ID - 36”OD Upto 2”

H4 36 - 48 34”ID - 48”OD Upto 2”

H5 48 - 60 46”ID - 60”OD Upto 2”
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The Mactech Pipe Facing Machine has
been designed as a portable 'on site' tool
for producing weld prep profiles on pipe
ends. 

Multiple 'radial' type tool holders are
mounted on the rotating faceplate each
capable of housing two, one inch square
section tool shanks in 'piggy back' fashion.
By arranging tools of different approach
angles, a wide variety of weld prep profiles
can be produced. 

All machine motions are derived from one
common hydraulic supply source and 
controlled by a series of stack mounted,
cam operated tapered spool valves. The
faceplate speed is adjustable, and the
axial feed is infinitely variable in both
directions of travel. 

Hydraulic clamping of the units to the tube
being worked is by a series of hardened
plungers, the ends of which are formed to
accept adaptor shoes to accommodate a
wide range of tube bores. 

In the event of a hydraulic supply failure,
clamp pressure is maintained by pilot
operated check valves, thereby allowing
all cutting motions to cease without the
unit becoming released from the tube. 

Due to the wide variety of weld prep
angles, tube diameters and thicknesses,
machining times can vary. A 24" outside
diameter pipe having a wall thickness of
0.688" can have a 30º weld prep formed
into a previously square ended pipe in less
than 30 seconds to a squareness accuracy
within 0.002 ". 

One toolbox can be removed from the
faceplate and a replacement fitted within
30 seconds. Faceplate speeds can be
operated up to approximately 120 RPM
dependent upon the available hydraulic
supply. 

The basic design concept throughout the
Hydro-Matic range is that ease of 
operation, rigidity, and reliability are of
paramount importance. 

This is highlighted by the ergonomic 
control layout, the ability to replace 
damaged guide roller and tool block
assemblies in seconds and simplicity of
wire brush changing. 

This is the only single lever operated
pipeline facing machine available on the
market today, where all machine functions
are adjustable, with simple set up of 
tooling with ‘creep’ function. The machine
is totally interlocked for safe operation
and all hydraulic controls are on board the
machine.

General Description
The clamping unit assembly consists of a
double acting cylinder attached to two end
caps, each machined to house seven 
radially positioned clamp plungers. Both
end caps are securely bolted together, 
separated by the clamping cylinder 
assembly, thereby forming a self contained
unit which can be easily removed from the
rear of the machine for maintenance,
replacement or transportation. 

Three sets of guide wheels are carried in
fabricated skid brackets, mounted on the
end caps and allow the units to be 
rolled into the pipe bore with the 
minimum of effort. 
These can be adjusted 
to suit the pipe diameter 
by adding the relevant 
spacer required.

The clamp system has a unique ‘clamp
cage’ concept that allows the machine to
cover the range from 10 inch ID to 24 inch
OD. The standard mandrel allows the
machine to operate from 10 inch ID to 16
inch OD and then with the additional 
‘clamp cage’ the machine 
can cover the sizes from 
16 inch to 24 inch OD. 

Clamping Unit Assembly
The machine faceplate is manufactured
from a high strength spheroidal graphite
iron casting, amply ribbed to provide 
maximum stiffness for the tool holder
assemblies. The main drive gear is secured
directly to the rear surface of the faceplate,
and by virtue of it being an internal gear,
provides its own protection against 
damage, and also protects the drive pinion
mechanism. 

Lubricating oil for all the transmission 
gearing is housed within a reservoir at the
rear of the faceplate. 

The entire faceplate assembly is supported
by a pair of opposed taper roller bearings
which in turn are carried on a non rotating
sleeve. 

Faceplate

This is a fabricated steel structure, rigidly
attached to the mandrel assembly and 
supports the feed control cylinders, the
hydraulic control valves, the protective
guard rail and also forms the main lifting
arm. 

Axial feed forces are generated by two
identical double acting hydraulic cylinders,
symmetrically arranged about the mandrel
centre. Infinitely variable feeds are
achieved by controlling the flow of oil to
these cylinders using a fine pressure 
compensated feed control valve. 

A single stack of lever operated, mobile
type hydraulic valves are used
to control all machine 
functions. 

Our unique ‘patented single
lever control system’ operates
all machine functions: 
faceplate stop/start, mandrel
clamp/release, faceplate fast
traverse left/right and finally,
faceplate feed left/right. 

The effect of high impulse loads generated
by sudden valve actuation are reduced by
the pressure compensated tapered spool
configuration of valves and the use of open
centre spools in the motor control circuit.
The faceplate can be jogged with the guard
retracted to assist tool inspection and 
setting. 

Mandrel clamping is controlled by a block
centered valve incorporating a check valve
in the clamp feed line. In the event of a 
failure in the hydraulic supply lines, the
machine will maintain its clamping effort on
the tube thereby allowing the machine to
come to a safe stop. 

All hydraulic connections to
the machine are made via
Aero quip FD Series 45 quick
release couplings, and 
consist of one pressure, one
tank return port. 

Carrier Assembly

The machine mandrel, around which the
cutter faceplate rotates and slides axially, is
manufactured from heat treated alloy steel
with the sliding surfaces hard chrome 
plated and accurately ground. A flanged
connection is provided between the 
mandrel and clamp units through which the
hydraulic clamp supply lines pass via '0' ring
sealed joints. The main drive gearbox is
securely anchored to the tail end of the
mandrel to provide a rigid reaction point for
the cutting forces. 

Mandrel Assembly

Extension clamping cage

Prepping 30º bevel

Pipeline machine
control with 

rotation speed,
feed, clamp

pressure.

Pipeline clamp in 24”
Sched 40 pipe

Tool slide, 30º bevel and 
ID cup brush

Single lever machine 
function control
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